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FINDING OUR WAY
Life and teaching Drama amidst the Coronavirus crisis 

Writing about our experience during this quarantine proved to be 
more challenging than I thought. Where do I begin? The day we learned our one week Chinese
New Year break was going to morph into a three week and then five week hiatus from school?
Do I start with the compulsive shopping I almost instinctively succumbed to when we were
finally able to buy vegetables at our local shop again? Or do I talk about the difficulty of
supporting my son’s and daughter’s online education while making sure to create engaging and
meaningful lessons for students stuck in their own living rooms? 
 
At our school, I work with those students who need a bit of extra support to access the
curriculum. Our department supports learning differences, provides EAL classes and works with
the social/emotional upheavals that can occur at a school. Learning remotely is probably most
challenging for the individuals who walk through the doors that lead to our team. Meeting
individual student needs via a computer is no easy task. Assignments that take the average
student three steps and a supported student five are now turning into ten step programmes. 
 
Maintaining a sense of community is even more important during a quarantine. It can be really
lonely when you are used to collaborating, sharing and chatting regularly with your school
community. I now find myself rather stuck in a compound that is removed from others. 
Temperature checks and sign-out sheets make coming and going feel less free and the
mandatory mask visually and mentally creates a barrier that keeps out an errant cough but also
blocks smiles and muffles voices.  
 
Families back home are concerned, stressed and often misinformed. Deciding to stay or go was
a constant struggle which, after a while, became a game of ‘should we have…?’ In the end, I’m
glad we stuck it out. We’ve kept our extended family in Canada safer, have enjoyed an incredible
amount of quality family time (turns out our kids are pretty good at euchre) and we’ve avoided
having to put our dog in canine quarantine at a kennel. Now we wait until the local authorities
announce that we can return back to our campus. I am sure the cafeteria food, playground
antics and regular lessons will feel extra special for quite some time.
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